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Session Overview


Alternatives to traditional funding (gas/property
taxes & bonds) for road capital and maintenance:


Road reconstruction impact fees



Transportation utility fees



Special districts



Mileage fees

Road Reconstruction Impact Fees


How impacts and capacity are measured



Issues with impact fee approaches






Consistency among land uses
Overlap with traditional road impact fees
Level of service

Colorado Examples

Measuring Road Impacts


Road wear-and-tear depends on the number
of trips, the length of the trips and the weight
of the vehicles



Standard unit of weight is 18,000 lb.
Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL)



Different vehicle types have different ESALs



Service unit: ESAL-trips or ESAL-miles

Issues


Consistency among land uses




Targeting oil & gas exclusively creates
equity, free-rider issues

Overlap with traditional fees






Every road has both vehicle capacity
and load-bearing capacity
Vehicle capacity improvements also
create new load capacity
Overlap can pose double-charging
issues

Issues


Level of service


Basic principle – don’t charge new
development for higher LOS



Question: to what extent has existing
development pre-paid for it future road
reconstruction impacts?



Measure existing LOS in terms of average
number of years existing road system can
accommodate existing traffic loads



Charge new development the cost to
maintain the existing LOS

La Plata Co. – Negotiated Exaction


Oil companies must obtain
State permit for new wells



County agrees not to protest
permit application



County calculates the cost per
well to use in negotiating a
Memorandum of Understanding

Garfield County – 2005



Fee for most uses based on standard capacity
Proposed fee for oil & gas based on ESAL loads





Calculated cost per equivalent axle-load over 20 years
Was apparently not adopted

Issues





Need to charge ALL land uses for wear and tear
Can’t combine two types of capacity, since a road expansion
creates both kinds
Need to determine existing LOS; e.g., existing roads could
accommodate traffic from existing development for 10 years
without needing to be reconstructed

Rio Blanco County – 2008


Fee assessed on all land uses


$600 per home; $17,700 per well



Planned improvement costs divided by all
development at end of 15 years



Not a total substitute for existing LOS analysis


Simple park fee example





Expected growth from 10,000 – 50,000 residents
Planned acres to increase from 50 – 350 acres
Park LOS increases from 5 – 6 acres per 1,000 residents
New development pays for 6 acres per 1,000

Weld County – 2009


Considered oil & gas fee
when updating traditional
road impact fee



Looked at road
reconstruction fee in rural
areas, traditional fee in
urban areas



Unworkable – most well
activity in urban area

Boulder County, 2015


Study of cost impact of oil &
gas on County roads








Modeled impact of anticipated oil &
gas activity over 16 years
Divided total cost by anticipated new
wells
Calculated fee of $36,800 per well

Issues




Targets oil & gas only
No existing LOS analysis
Possibility of separate service area

Conclusion and Practice Points


Different conceptions of road capacity




The two types of capacity overlap




This can raise issues of double-charging if both types of fees
charged in same area

Impact fees should be assessed on all uses





Ability to withstand repeated loads over time before needing
reconstruction, vs. ability to accommodate traffic volumes

Not targeted exclusively to oil & gas development
Other developments can also generate heavy truck traffic

Impact fee studies should include LOS analysis



It’s not that hard to calculate existing and future LOS
In absence of long-range plan, base the fee on existing LOS

Resources



All presentations will be available at GIC website





Go to www.growthandinfrastructure.org
Click on “Conferences” tab

Session handout on website


Brief 4-page paper, with copies of example studies

